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ABSTRACT

A parabolic system with nonlinear interactions is considered with specific applications
to the spread of infectious diseases. Using a Payne-type functional we prove the global existence
of a unique solution and analyze its large time behaviour.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper L°° a priori bounds for the following reaction diffusion system:

u t —
vt — <p& v

in ft x (0 , +oo), under homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions

on

(1)

(2)

(3)

are established. Here, £1 is an open bounded regular domain in R" with boundary dQ and outer
normal TJ( x). The initial values for u and v

u(0,t) = uo(i) and «(0,t) = vo(z) in (4)

are assumed to be nonnegative and bounded. The constants 8 and p are assumed to be positive and
satisfy the condition

(H) <p<6,

while a, p and \ are assumed to be nonnegative.

The main motivation of studying (l)-(4) is epidemiological in character. In [2, p. 172],
Bailey proposed the diffusive system (l)-(2) as a generalization of the classical Kermack
McKendrick model which represents a basic model for the descritpion of epidemics obeying the
susceptibles - infectives - removed (S-I-R) scheme, in a closed population [8],

To establish (1) and (2), the population is assumed to spread out continuously and infec-
tions are assumed to be local and isotropic.

The functions u(x,t) and v(x,t) (t time and x position) represent spatial densities of
susceptibles and infectives and hence have to be positive.

It is worth noting that Capasso [3] and Webb [14] studied system (l)-(4) where a = 0
(the right-hand sides of (I) and (2) are then reduced to —/?uu and 0uv -Xv, respectively). Capasso
treated the system in A" = Ll(Q) x L}(Q) while Webb restricted his study to the cases 6 = <p
and n = 1 in A* = C(i l ) x C ( Q ) . In [6], Haraux and Kirane extend the work of Webb to
n-dimensional regions (n > 1) and different diffusivities 6 and ip, see also the recent paper of
Fitzgibbon and Morgan [6]. These works were recently extended by Kirane [10] to the case of
biatic diffusion, i.e. to the case where M u and <p&v are replaced by V(a(u)Vu) andV.<6(v)ViO
with 0 < min{o(a),6(a)) < max(a(s),6<3)) < +oo, respectively. Also, one can mention the
papers of Capasso and Fortunato [4] and de Mottoni, Oriandi and Tesei [11] where the nonlinear



interaction between u and v are taken of nonlocal type, i .,e. equal to u fflk{xty)v(y)dy (x £ £1)
where it is a nonnegative function with support in £1 x £2.

We would like to mention that Kim [9], Deuring [5] and more recently Posio and Tesei
[12], and Redlinger [13] dealt with density-dependent diffusion systems.

It is also interesting to note that the model (l)-(2) can be used to prtdict the spread of
a message through a finite and closed population. For the rumour interpretation of the model, the
susceptibles are identified with those not having heard the rumour and the infectives correspond to
those who are actively spreading the rumour.

In this paper, we will show that smooth solutions to (l)-(4) are globally bounded in
C(£i) x C(£l) whenever condition (H) is satisfied.

Moreover, the large time behaviour of the solution is analyzed following the idea of [71.

We should remark that, in the case 9 = y>, the function u + v satisfies a simple heat
inequality and hence the global existence is trivial.

We will assume in the remainder of this paper that

uo,t>o G Lf(.a) = {w 6 L°°(£l) : w > 0 a.e, in £1} .

Under this assumption we have the following local existence result.

2. LOCAL EXISTENCE

Proposition 1. There exists a unique, non negative, non continuable classical solution (u, v)
of (l)-(4)onfl x [0,Tmal) for some T ^ e (0,oo]. Moreover, u,v e £°°(fi x [Q,T]) for
0 < T < Tmax and if Tmax < cxj then

For the proof of this result, we refer to [1], Let us observe that u > 0 and v > 0 in £1 for t > 0.

In the following section we will derive a priori bounds for (u, v) whenever ( H) is sat-
isfied.

3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND LARGE TIME BEHAVIOUR

GLOBAL EXISTENCE

To establish that globally bounded solutions exist, we first prepare the following lemma.
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Lemma 2. The following is valid for 0 < T < T^*.

IM-.t)||a<C

where || • ||j denotes the usual I2(£1)-norm.

Proof. We have

iL (j(- *•>' * '-&) • -L
Integrating over£1 x (0,t) (t < I"™,) yields:

6+/ " / I i 6+ <D \ f f\
Jn \2 a0 ) Ja \2

6+ <

hence (6). Furthermore, the constant C depends only on jjuo \\x and ||uo (too.

Now, define S(«, v) by

where H := {<p - 6) jap < 0. Noteworthy the properties of S are:

S(0,-H) =0 ,

S(u,t>) > 0 for u , v € R + , u / 0 and v =f -E ,

(note that u + H+ E\og(-u/H) > 0),

) —nx>as |( u, v) | —> +oo or (u,ii) £ 9R2. .

and

so that

Now, define I ( i , t ) := S(«(j,t),u(x,t)),onehas:

It = (u + v)t+ Hut/v

ipAv-Xv+ H6Au/u-

H/u)Au + {<p- aptft&v - (X +

AX

v

v ,

fi/T|Vlogu|2 -

The boundary and initial conditions for £ are:

VIr, = 0,

4

(6)

(7)

(8)



and

u(6,sc) + u({, for 6 (9)

and a g i i .

£ (6, x) is bounded thanks to proposition 1 and the strict positivtty of u in ii for t > 0.

Now, as v < £ , it is clear that Tma = +oo.

On the other hand, as v E L°°(0,+oo; L2(O)) we can use the proposition 3.3 of [7] to

deduce that

where C B ( R + ; C(f2)) is the space of continuous functions w : [a,+00) —* C(£i) such that
remains bounded in C( Cl) for t > a.

+
 )C(d)) the followingAsv+H+H\og(-v/H) > 0 , we can deduce from Z £

estimates:

and

0 <v(x,t) <M

0 < Co(M) < u( i , i ) < +oo

where M depends only on ||uoj|«j and ||vo||oo, and Co(M) and Ci( M) are the zeros of M =
M+ H+ H\o%(-M/H).

Remarks

1. The results remain true if the interaction terms — j3uv and /Suu — Xv are replaced
either by -uvh(u,v) and uu/i(u, v) - Xv, respectively, with h e C'([0,+oo)2 ; [0,+oo)) or
by fu + Ĵ — îw and — ̂ u — ^v, respectively, which correspond to the S-I-S model.

2. The results still remain true if — a(3uAv and afiuAv are replaced by — puAv and
•yuA v, respectively, where 7 < p. In this case, the Payne-type functional S has to be changed to

£ = u + H log( - «

where # = ( p -

4. LARGE TIME BEHAVIOUR

LttU(x,t) = (u,v) be the solution of (1H4) with initial function [70 = (u0[v0),and
for any 0 < 6 < 1 defined : t 6 (0,+co) -» U(t) so that U(t)(x,s) = U(x,t + s) for all
3; e n ,M < s.

For any 1 < 1/ < 2,0 < /j < 1 let B = C^t-S.fiJ.CCfl.Rj)) and define the
u-limit set of U(x,t), w(Uo) by: w(LT0) = {w e B : lim|tf(-,**) - w(0|s = 0 for some

sequences tn —* +00}.

Lemma 3. As sup \\U{ -,t) jl^, < c«. Then for any ( g [6, +cxs), U(t) g B and the orbit set

{[/(r), t < r < 00} is relatively compact in B. Moreover, the w-limit set w( UQ) is a nonempty
compact invariant set of U{t) in B.

Proof. The proof is standard, [c.f. to 13]

Theorem 4, Let (u, v) be the solution to (l)-(4). Then

where 1 < /1 < 2.

(
(too

Proof. Fort > S, the orbit set {U{r),t < T < 00} is relatively compact in B and the w -limit set
n>( vo, va) is nonempty. Now, we show that w (u0, VQ ) consists of only the point (-H, 0). Define
the Ljapunov functional

f
Ja

= f T.(x,t)dx .
Ja

Observe that £( u, ti) has the properties:

£(u,v) >Ofor u ,vgR + > uJ-H, vjO ,

£(u,u) -• +00 as ](u,v)| -> +00 or (u,v) -

Differentiating £ with respect to t and using the Green identity we obtain

~T = 0H I |Vlog ufdx - (A + jSff) f vdx<0 .
M Jo Jo

(10)

Thus £(u,u)(t) is monotone non-increasing, hence it tends to a finite limit as t goes
to infinity, and there exists a sequence {Jt} tending to infinity such that %C(.u, v)(tk) - » 0 a s
tjt - • +00 (otherwise £(u, v)(tt) -» -00 which is absurd). Therefore

lim

Now, let («, ii) be any element in w(uo,
to infinity such that

( i i )

Then there exists a sequence {**} tending

=0 .



By (10) and (11),

limim /" /'
ocJ-i Jo

This implies that | V log u | = v = 0 in [ —5,6] x £1. Hence ti is a positive constant. The

fact that u + H + H log( —u/H) + u = 0 implies that u = - f f and v = 0 leads to the conclusion

u = -/f .

Finally, we conjecture that system (l)-(4) admits a globally bounded solution without the

constraint (H) but we have not been able to prove this.
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